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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an engine and
particularly to an engine in which oil consumption and a
leakage of blow-by gas can be stably reduced even after
operation for a long period of time.
[0002] In JP-A-10 (1998)-54297 there is proposed an
engine including: a first land, a first ring groove, a second
land, a second ring groove, a third land, a third ring
groove, and a piston skirt formed on a peripheral wall of
a piston in this order from a side of a piston head; a first
pressure ring fitted in the first ring groove; a second pres-
sure ring fitted in the second ring groove; an oil ring fitted
in the third ring groove; and an indentation formed by a
groove in an intermediate portion of an outer peripheral
face of the second land.
[0003] This type of engine has advantages that a ca-
pacity of a space facing the second land increases by a
capacity of the indentation of the second land and that
variation in gas pressure in the space facing the second
land during upward and downward movements of the
piston can be suppressed.
[0004] However, because the groove in the intermedi-
ate portion of the outer peripheral face of the second land
forms the indentation of the second land, the rigidity of
the second land is significantly reduced, the piston vi-
brates, and the first ring groove and the second ring
groove are liable to be deformed and abnormally worn.
[0005] Therefore, though the indentation formed at the
second land can suppress the variation in the gas pres-
sure in the space facing the second land during the up-
ward and downward movements of the piston, the vibra-
tion of the piston and the deformation and the abnormal
wear of the ring grooves make behavior of the first oil
ring and the second oil ring unstable and the oil consump-
tion and the leakage of the blow-by gas increase after
prolonged operation due to degradation of the sealing
performance of the first oil ring and the second oil ring.
[0006] A further prior art arrangement is known from
GB 1246105.
[0007] An object of the present invention is to provide
an improved piston and an engine in which an oil con-
sumption and a leakage of blow-by gas can be stably
reduced even after prolonged operation.
[0008] The state of the art is as previous indicated. The
invention is defined in the independent claim.

Brief description of the drawings

[0009]

Figs. 1A and 1B are drawings for explaining an en-
gine according to a first embodiment of the present
invention, wherein Fig. lea is a schematic sectional
view of a cylinder and a piston and Fig. 1B is an
enlarged sectional view of an essential portion; and

Figs. 2A and 2B are drawings for explaining an en-

gine according to a second embodiment of the in-
vention, wherein Fig. 2A is a schematic sectional
view of a cylinder and a piston and Fig. 2B is an
enlarged sectional view of an essential portion.

General Explanation of the invention

[0010] As shown as an example in Fig. 1B, in an engine
including: a first land (3), a first ring groove (4), a second
land (5), a second ring groove (6), a third land (7), a third
ring groove (8), and a piston skirt (9) formed on a piston
peripheral wall (1) in this order from a side of a piston
head (2); a first pressure ring (10) fitted in the first ring
groove (4); a second pressure ring (11) fitted in the sec-
ond ring groove (6); an oil ring (12) fitted in the third ring
groove (8); and an indentation (13) formed at the second
land (5),
[0011] As shown as an example in Fig. 1B, a corner at
a boundary between an outer peripheral face (5a) of the
second land (5) and a second-land-side end face (6a) of
the second ring groove (6) is planed off with a tapered
face (14) having a diameter reducing toward the second
ring groove (6) and the tapered face (14) forms the in-
dentation (13) of the second land (5).
[0012] As shown as an example in Fig. 1B, because
the indentation (13) of the second land (5) is formed by
the tapered face (14), the capacity of a space (17) facing
the second land increases by the capacity of the inden-
tation (13) formed at the second land (5) and it is possible
to suppress variation in gas pressure in the space (17)
facing the second land during upward and downward
movements of the piston.
[0013] Moreover, because the corner at the boundary
between the outer peripheral face (5a) of the second land
(5) and the second-land-side end face (6a) of the second
ring groove (6) is bevelled, i.e. planed off with the tapered
face (14) having the diameter reducing toward the sec-
ond ring groove (6) and the tapered face (14) forms the
indentation (13) of the second land (5),the rigidity of the
second land (5) is not significantly reduced and it is pos-
sible to avoid vibration of the piston (18) and deformation
and abnormal wear of the ring groove.
[0014] In this way, vibration of the first pressure ring
(10) and the second pressure ring (11) can be averted,
and high sealing performance of the first pressure ring
(10) and the second pressure ring (11) can be main-
tained. Accordingly it is possible to reduce oil consump-
tion and leakage of the blow-by gas even after prolonged
operation.
[0015] As shown as an example in Fig. 1B, because
an angle (Θ) of the tapered face (14) to a cylinder-side
imaginary extension line (6b) of the second-land-side end
face (6a) of the second ring groove (6) is 30° to 60° and
a percentage of a value (C/D) obtained by dividing a
depth (C) of the tapered face (14) in a radial direction of
the piston by a depth (D) of the second ring groove (6)
in the radial direction of the piston is 20% to 30%, it is
possible to stably and sufficiently reduce oil consumption
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and the leakage of the blow-by gas even after prolonged
operation for a long period of time.
[0016] If the angle (Θ) of the tapered face (14) is too
small or the percentage of the value (C/D) related to the
depth (C) of the tapered face (14) is too small, the ca-
pacity of the indentation (13) of the second land (5) be-
comes small, the capacity of the space (17) facing the
second land does not sufficiently increase, and it is diffi-
cult to suppress effectively the variation in the gas pres-
sure in the space (17) facing the second land during the
upward and downward movements of the piston, and the
first pressure ring (10) and the second pressure ring (11)
are liable to vibrate.
[0017] On the other hand, if the angle (Θ) of the tapered
face (14) is too large, a large area of the second land (5)
in the width (W2) direction is trimmed off to form the ta-
pered face (14), the rigidity of the second land (5) is re-
duced, the piston (18) is more liable to vibrate, the first
ring groove (4) and the second ring groove (6) become
liable to deformation and excessive wear, and the first
pressure ring (10) and the second pressure ring (11) be-
come liable to vibrate.
[0018] If the percentage of the value (C/D) related to
the depth (C) of the tapered face (14) is too large, the
area of the second ring groove (6) available for supporting
the second pressure ring (11) becomes too small and
the second pressure ring (11) becomes liable to vibrate.
[0019] As described above, if the angle (Θ) of the ta-
pered face (14) and the percentage of the value (C/D)
related to the depth (C) of the tapered face (14) are out-
side the optimum ranges, at least one of the first pressure
ring (10) and the second pressure ring (11) becomes
liable to vibrate and it may be impossible to sufficiently
reduce the oil consumption and the leakage of the blow-
by gas in some cases due to degradation of the sealing
performance of the first pressure ring (10) and/or the sec-
ond pressure ring (11).
[0020] As shown as an example in Fig. 1B, the per-
centage of the value (W2/B) obtained by dividing the
width (W2) of the second land (5) by the diameter (B) of
the cylinder bore is preferably 6% to 15% to promote
stable and sufficient reduction of the oil consumption and
leakage of the blow-by gas even after prolonged opera-
tion.
[0021] If the value (W2/B) related to the width (W2) of
the second land (5) is too small, outside the optimum
range, the capacity of the space (17) facing the second
land becomes small, it is difficult to effectively suppress
the variation in the gas pressure in the space (17) facing
the second land during the upward and downward move-
ments of the piston, the first pressure ring (10) and the
second pressure ring (11) become liable to vibrate, and
it may be impossible to sufficiently reduce the oil con-
sumption and the leakage of the blow-by gas in some
cases due to degradation of the sealing performance of
the first pressure ring (10) and the second pressure ring
(11).
[0022] On the other hand, if the percentage of the value

(W2/B) related to the width (W2) of the second land (5)
is too large outside the optimum range, the overall length
of the piston (18) may become greater than an appropri-
ate value in some cases.
[0023] As shown as an example in Fig. 1B, an inden-
tation (15) of the third land (7) is formed at a boundary
between an outer peripheral face (7a) of the third land
(7) and a third-land-side end face (8a) of the third ring
groove (8), a capacity of a space (20) facing the third
land increases by a capacity of the indentation (15) of
the third land (7). This promotes the suppression of var-
iation in the gas pressure in the space (20) facing the
third land during the upward and downward movements
of the piston. It also helps to suppress the vibration of
the second pressure ring (11) and the oil ring (12), and
promotes reduction of oil consumption amount and leak-
age of the blow-by gas due to consequent improvement
in the sealing performance of the second pressure ring
(11) and the oil ring (12).
[0024] As shown in Fig. 1(B), an indentation (16) of the
piston skirt (9) is formed at a boundary between an outer
peripheral face (9a) of the piston skirt (9) and a piston-
skirt-side end face (8b) of the third ring groove (8). This
feature assists in the reduction of oil consumption , be-
cause part of the oil scraped off by a lower portion of the
oil ring (12) becomes likely to be introduced into the piston
(18) through the indentation (16) of the piston skirt (9),
an oil inlet (35), the third ring groove (8), and an oil outlet
(36) and return into an oil pan (not shown) at a lower
portion of the engine and the oil can be discharged quick-
ly.

Detailed description

[0025] As shown in Fig. 1A, in the engine (21), a piston
(18) is fitted in a cylinder (22) to be able to move up and
down and a crankshaft (24) is interlinked with the piston
(18) with a connecting rod (23) interposed therebetween.
A cylinder head (25) is mounted to an upper portion of
the cylinder (22). In the cylinder head (25), an intake port
(26), an exhaust port (27), and a fuel injection nozzle (28)
are formed. A reference numeral (1a) in the drawings
designates a centre axis of the piston.
[0026] As shown in Fig. 1B, a first land (3), a first ring
groove (4), a second land (5), a second ring groove (6),
a third land (7), a third ring groove (8), and a piston skirt
(9) are formed on a piston peripheral wall (1) in this order
from a side of a piston head (2). A first pressure ring (10)
is fitted in the first ring groove (4), a second pressure ring
(11) is fitted in the second ring groove (6), an oil ring (12)
is fitted in the third ring groove (8), and an indentation
(13) is formed in the second land (5).
[0027] As shown in Fig. 1B, a corner at a boundary
between an outer peripheral face (5a) of the second land
(5) and a second-land-side end face (6a) of the second
ring groove (6) is bevelled, and in particular planed off
with a tapered face (14) having a diameter reducing to-
ward the second ring groove (6) and the tapered face
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(14) forms the indentation (13) of the second land (5).
[0028] As shown in Fig. 1B, the angle (Θ) of the tapered
face (14) with respect to a cylinder-side imaginary exten-
sion line (6b) of the second-land-side end face (6a) of
the second ring groove (6) is preferably 30° to 60° (more
preferably, 40° to 50°) and the percentage value (C/D)
obtained by dividing a depth (C) of the tapered face (14)
in a radial direction of the piston by a depth (D) of the
second ring groove (6) in the radial direction of the piston
is preferably 20% to 30%. These are the optimum ranges
of the angle (Θ) of the tapered face (14) and the percent-
age of the value (C/D) related to the depth of the tapered
face (14).
[0029] As shown in Fig. 1B, the value (W2/B) obtained
by dividing a width (W2) of the second land (5) by a di-
ameter (B) of a cylinder bore is preferably in an optimum
range from 6% to 15%.
[0030] One reason why the ratio of the width (W2) of
the second land (5) to the diameter (B) of the cylinder
bore is calculated is that the diameter (B) of the cylinder
bore provides indications of a size and combustion cham-
ber pressure of the engine. The size and the combustion
chamber pressure of the engine greatly affect the oil con-
sumption of the engine and the leakage of the blow-by
gas.
[0031] As shown in Fig. 1B, an indentation (15) in the
third land (7) is formed at a boundary between an outer
peripheral face (7a) of the third land (7) and a third-land-
side end face (8a) of the third ring groove (8).
[0032] Furthermore, an indentation (16) of the piston
skirt (9) is formed at a boundary between an outer pe-
ripheral face (9a) of the piston skirt (9) and a piston-skirt-
side end face (8b) of the third ring groove (8).
[0033] The indentation (15) of the third land (7) is
formed by a groove (29) in the shape of a right-angled L
in a sectional view along the centre axis (1a) of the piston,
a back end face (30) of the indentation (15) is parallel to
the center axis (1a) of the piston, and a face (31) of the
indentation (15) and on a side of the piston head (2) is
in an orientation orthogonal to the center axis (1a) of the
piston.
[0034] The indentation (16) of the piston skirt (9) is
formed by a groove (32) in a shape of an obtuse-angled
L shape in a sectional view along the center axis (1a) of
the piston, a back end face (33) of the indentation (16)
is parallel to the center axis (1a) of the piston, and a face
(34) of the indentation (16) and on an opposite side from
the piston head (2) is formed as a tapered face having a
diameter reducing toward the back end face (33).
[0035] As shown in Fig. 1B, an oil inlet (35) passing
through the oil ring (12) is formed in the oil ring (12) along
the radial direction of the piston and an oil outlet (36)
passing through the piston peripheral wall (1) along the
radial direction of the piston is formed in a back end of
the third ring groove (8). Oil scraped off the cylinder (22)
by the oil ring (12) is introduced into the piston (18)
through the oil inlet (35), the third ring groove (8), and
the oil outlet (36) and returns into an oil pan (not shown)

at a lower portion of the engine.
[0036] As compared with comparative engines outside
the above-described optimum ranges according to the
first embodiment, exemplary engines in the optimum
ranges obtained the following satisfactory experimental
results with regard to the oil consumption and the leakage
of the blow-by gas.
[0037] A first experiment was conducted by using a
vertical water-cooled in-line four-cylinder direct-injection
diesel engine with a cylinder bore diameter (B) of 87 mm,
a maximum diameter (P) of a piston head (2) of 86.5 mm,
a minimum diameter of the piston head (2) of 86.46 mm,
a piston axial length (L) of 80 mm, and a piston stroke of
102.4 mm at 20°C and by running the engine at an engine
speed of 2700 rpm and with a load factor of 80% for 200
hours. The load factor was calculated with respect to a
load factor of 100% representing a rated load at a rated
speed at which a maximum output can be obtained.
[0038] As the exemplary engines, a minimum-value
exemplary engine using respective minimum values in
the above-described optimum ranges, a maximum-value
exemplary engine using respective maximum values,
and an intermediate-value exemplary engine using re-
spective intermediate values were produced.
[0039] As the comparative engines, engines without
tapered faces (14) which exist in the respective exem-
plary engines were produced.
[0040] They were compared to each other and it was
found that oil consumptions reduced by about 30% and
leakages of blow-by gas reduced by about 35% in the
respective exemplary engines from the respective com-
parative engines. No major degradation of performance
was found after the operation for 200 hours.
[0041] In the minimum-value exemplary engine, the
angle (Θ) of the tapered face (14) was 30°, the value
(C/D) related to a depth (D) in a piston diameter direction
was 20%, and the value (W2/B) related to a width (W2)
of a second land (5) was 6%.
[0042] In the maximum-value exemplary engine, the
angle (Θ) of the tapered face (14) was 60°, the value
(C/D) related to a depth (D) in a piston diameter direction
was 30%, and the value (W2/B) related to a width (W2)
of a second land (5) was 11%.
[0043] In the intermediate-value exemplary engine, the
angle (Θ) of the tapered face (14) was 45°, a the value
(C/D) related to a depth (D) in a piston diameter direction
was 25%, and the value (W2/B) related to a width (W2)
of a second land (5) was 8.5%.
[0044] In each of the engines, the value (W1/B) ob-
tained by dividing a width (W1) of a first land (3) by the
cylinder bore diameter (B) was 13%. A value (W3/B) ob-
tained by dividing a width (W3) of a third land (7) by the
cylinder bore diameter (B) was 4%.
[0045] Comparative engines in which only the taper
angles (Θ) in the respective exemplary engines were
changed to 25° (smaller than the lower limit, 30° in the
appropriate range) were produced.
[0046] The respective exemplary engines and the re-
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spective comparative engines were compared to each
other and it was found that the oil consumptions reduced
by about 15% and the leakages of blow-by gas reduced
by about 17% in the respective exemplary engines from
the respective comparative engines.
[0047] Comparative engines in which only the taper
angles (Θ) in the respective exemplary engines were
changed to 65° (larger than the upper limit, 60° in the
appropriate range) were produced.
[0048] The respective exemplary engines and the re-
spective comparative engines were compared to each
other and it was found that the oil consumptions reduced
by about 15% and the leakages of blow-by gas reduced
by about 17% in the respective exemplary engines from
the respective comparative engines.
[0049] Comparative engines in which only the values
(C/D) related to the depths (C) of the tapered faces (14)
in the respective exemplary engines were changed to
10% (lower than the lower limit, 20% in the appropriate
range) were produced.
[0050] The respective exemplary engines and the re-
spective comparative engines were compared to each
other and it was found that the oil consumptions reduced
by about 20% and the leakages of blow-by gas reduced
by about 23% in the respective exemplary engines from
the respective comparative engines.
[0051] Comparative engines in which only values
(C/D) related to the depths (C) of the tapered faces (14)
in the respective exemplary engines were changed to
40% (higher than the upper limit, 30% in the appropriate
range) were produced.
[0052] The respective exemplary engines and the re-
spective comparative engines were compared to each
other and it was found that the oil consumptions reduced
by about 20% and the leakages of blow-by gas reduced
by about 23% in the respective exemplary engines from
the respective comparative engines.
[0053] Comparative engines in which only the values
(W2/B) related to the widths (W2) of the second land (5)
in the respective exemplary engines were changed to
5% (lower than the lower limit, 6% in the appropriate
range) were produced.
[0054] The respective exemplary engines and the re-
spective comparative engines were compared to each
other and it was found that the oil consumptions reduced
by about 15% and the leakages of blow-by gas reduced
by about 17% in the respective exemplary engines from
the respective comparative engines.
[0055] Moreover, it was found that an overall length of
the piston (18) exceeded an appropriate length if only
the values (W2/B) related to the widths (W2) of the sec-
ond land (5) in the respective exemplary engines were
changed to 12% (higher than 11%, the upper limit value
in the appropriate range).
[0056] Preferably, the value (W1/B) obtained by divid-
ing the width (W1) of the first land (3) by the cylinder bore
diameter (B) is set to 8% or higher and the value (W3/B)
obtained by dividing the width (W3) of the third land (7)

by the cylinder bore diameter (B) is set to 2% or a higher.
Under these percentages, the capacities of a space (19)
facing the first land and a space (20) facing the third land
become small, the oil and the blow-by gas become liable
to pass through the space (19) facing the first land and
the space (20) facing the third land, and it may be impos-
sible to effectively reduce the oil consumption and the
leakage of the blow-by gas in some cases.
[0057] Preferably, the (percentage) sum of the value
(W1/B) related to the width (W1) of the first land (3), the
value (W2/B) related to the width (W2) of the second land
(5), and value (W3/B) related to the width (W3) of the
third land (7) is 28% or lower. If the sum exceeds this
percentage, the overall length of the piston (18) may be-
come greater than the appropriate value in some cases.
[0058] A second experiment was conducted by using
a vertical water-cooled in-line four-cylinder indirect-injec-
tion diesel engine with a cylinder bore diameter (B) of 78
mm, a maximum diameter (P) of a piston head (2) of 77.5
mm, a minimum diameter of the piston head (2) of 77.46
mm, a piston axial length (L) of 70 mm, and a piston
stroke of 78.4 mm at 20°C and by running the engine at
an engine speed of 3000 rpm and with a load factor of
80% for 200 hours.
[0059] The second experiment was conducted by us-
ing exemplary engines and comparative engines adjust-
ed to have the same dimensional ratios as in the first
experiment and equivalent experimental results to those
of the first experiment were obtained.
[0060] As shown in Fig. 2(B), in a second embodiment,
a corner at a boundary between an outer peripheral face
(7a) of a third land (7) and a third-land-side end face (8a)
of a third ring groove (8) is bevelled i.e. planed off with a
tapered face (37) having a diameter reducing toward the
third ring groove (8) and the tapered face (37) forms an
indentation (15) of the third land (7).
[0061] As shown in Fig. 2B, the angle (α) of the tapered
face (37) with respect to a cylinder-side imaginary exten-
sion line (8b) of the third-land-side end face (8a) of the
third ring groove (8) is preferably 30° to 60° (more pref-
erably, 40° to 50°). The value (E/F) obtained by dividing
a depth (E) of the tapered face (37) in a radial direction
of the piston by a depth (F) of the third ring groove (8) in
the radial direction of the piston is preferably 20% to 30%.
These are the optimum ranges of the angle (α)and the
value (E/F).
[0062] Similarly to the tapered face (14) of the second
land (5), the tapered face (37) of the third land (7) in these
optimum ranges can stably and sufficiently reduce the
oil consumption and the leakage of the blow-by gas even
after prolonged operation. Outside these optimum rang-
es, a second pressure ring (11) and an oil ring (12) be-
come liable to vibrate and it may be impossible to suffi-
ciently reduce the oil consumption and the leakage of the
blow-by gas due to degradation of sealing performance
of the second pressure ring (11) and the oil ring (12) in
some cases.
[0063] In the second embodiment, as in the first em-
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bodiment, an indentation (16) of a piston skirt (9) is
formed at a boundary between an outer peripheral face
(9a) of the piston skirt (9) and a piston-skirt-side end face
(8b) of the third ring groove (8). However, the shape of
the indentation (16) of the piston skirt (9) is different from
that in the first embodiment and is formed by a right-
angled L-shaped groove (38) in a sectional view along a
centre axis (1a) of a piston. A back end face (33) of the
indentation (16) is parallel to the center axis (1a) of the
piston and a face (34) of the indentation (16) and on an
opposite side from a piston head (2) is in an orientation
orthogonal to the center axis (1a) of the piston.
[0064] The other structures are the same as those in
the first embodiment and the same components as those
in the first embodiment are provided with the same ref-
erence numerals in Figs. 2A and 2B.
[0065] The same experiments as those on the engine
according to the first embodiment were conducted on the
engine according to the second embodiment and equiv-
alent results to those in the first embodiment were ob-
tained.

Claims

1. An engine comprising: a first land (3), a first ring
groove (4), a second land (5), a second ring groove
(6), a third land (7), a third ring groove (8), and a
piston skirt (9) formed on a piston peripheral wall (1)
in this order from a side of a piston head (2); a first
pressure ring (10) fitted in the first ring groove (4); a
seconds pressure ring (11) fitted in the second ring
groove (6); an oil ring (12) fitted in the third ring
groove (8); and an indentation (13) formed at the
second land (5),
wherein a corner at a boundary between an outer
peripheral face (5a) of the second land (5) and a
second-land-side end face (6a) of the second ring
groove (6) is planed off with a tapered face (14) hav-
ing a diameter reducing toward the second ring
groove (6) and the tapered face (14) forms the in-
dentation (13) of the second land (5),
characterized in that an angle (Θ) of the tapered
face (14) to a cylinder-side imaginary extension line
(6b) of the second-land-side end face (6a) of the sec-
ond ring groove (6) is from 30° to 60° and value (C/D)
obtained by dividing a depth (C) of the tapered face
(14) in a radial direction of a piston by a depth (D) of
the second ring groove (6) in the radial direction of
the piston is 20% to 30%.

2. An engine according to claim 1, wherein a value
(W2/B) obtained by dividing a width (W2) of the sec-
ond land (5) by a cylinder bore diameter (B) is from
6% to 11%.

3. An engine according to claim 1 or claim 2 and further
comprising an indentation (15) at the third land (7)

and formed at a boundary between an outer periph-
eral face (7a) of the third land (7) and a third-land-
side end face (8a) of the third ring groove (8).

4. An engine according to any of claims 1 to 3 and fur-
ther comprising an indentation (16) at the piston skirt
(9) and formed at a boundary between an outer pe-
ripheral face (9a) of the piston skirt (9) and a piston-
skirt-side end face (8b) of the third ring groove (8).

Patentansprüche

1. Motor, umfassend: einen ersten Steg (3), eine erste
Ringnut (4), einen zweiten Steg (5), eine zweite
Ringnut (6), einen dritten Steg (7), eine dritte Ringnut
(8) und ein Kolbenhemd (9), gebildet an einer Kol-
benumfangswand (1) in dieser Reihenfolge von der
Seite eines Kolbenbodens (2) aus; einen ersten Ver-
dichtungsring (10), angebracht in der ersten Ringnut
(4); einen zweiten Verdichtungsring (11), ange-
bracht in der zweiten Ringnut (6); einen Ölring (12),
angebracht in der dritten Ringnut (8); und eine Ein-
kerbung (13), gebildet am zweiten Steg (5),
wobei eine Ecke an einer Grenze zwischen einer
Außenumfangsfläche (5a) des zweiten Stegs (5) und
einer zweiter-Steg-seitigen Endfläche (6a) der zwei-
ten Ringnut (6) abgehobelt wird, mit einer abge-
schrägten Fläche (14) mit einem Durchmesser, der
sich zur zweiten Ringnut (6) hin verringert, und die
abgeschrägte Fläche (14) die Einkerbung (13) des
zweiten Stegs (5) bildet,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein Winkel (Θ) der
abgeschrägten Fläche (14) zu einer zylinderseitigen
imaginären Verlängerungslinie (6b) der zweiter-
Steg-seitigen Endfläche (6a) der zweiten Ringnut (6)
30° bis 60° beträgt und ein Wert (C/D), den man
erhält, wenn man die Tiefe (C) der abgeschrägten
Fläche (14) in einer radialen Richtung eines Kolbens
durch eine Tiefe (D) der zweiten Ringnut (6) in der
radialen Richtung des Kolbens dividiert, 20 % bis 30
% beträgt.

2. Motor gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei ein Wert (W2/B),
den man erhält, wenn man eine Breite (W2) des
zweiten Stegs (5) durch einen Zylinderbohrungs-
durchmesser (B) dividiert, 6 % bis 11 % beträgt.

3. Motor gemäß Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2 und fer-
ner umfassend: eine Einkerbung (15) am dritten Steg
(7) und gebildet an einer Grenze zwischen einer Au-
ßenumfangsfläche (7a) des dritten Stegs (7) und ei-
ner dritter-Steg-seitigen Endfläche (8a) der dritten
Ringnut (8).

4. Motor gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3 und ferner
umfassend: eine Einkerbung (16) am Kolbenhemd
(9) und gebildet an einer Grenze zwischen einer Au-
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ßenumfangsfläche (9a) des Kolbenhemds (9) und
einer kolbenhemdseitigen Endfläche (8b) der dritten
Ringnut (8).

Revendications

1. Moteur comprenant : un premier cordon (3), une pre-
mière gorge de segment (4), un deuxième cordon
(5), une deuxième gorge de segment (6), un troisiè-
me cordon (7), une troisième gorge de segment (8),
et une jupe de piston (9) formés sur une paroi péri-
phérique de piston (1) suivant cet ordre à partir d’un
côté d’une tête de piston (2) ; un premier segment
de pression (10) monté dans la première gorge de
segment (4) ; un deuxième segment de pression (11)
monté dans la deuxième gorge de segment (6) ; un
segment racleur d’huile (12) monté dans la troisième
gorge de segment (8) ; et une indentation (13) for-
mée au niveau du deuxième cordon (5),
cas dans lequel un coin au niveau d’une limite entre
une face périphérique externe (5a) du deuxième cor-
don (5) et une face d’extrémité du côté deuxième
cordon (6a) de la deuxième gorge de segment (6)
est aplanie avec une face biseautée (14) dont un
diamètre se réduit vers la deuxième gorge de seg-
ment (6), et la face biseautée (14) forme l’indentation
(13) du deuxième cordon (5),
caractérisé en ce qu’un angle (Θ) de la face biseau-
tée (14) vers une ligne d’extension imaginaire du cô-
té cylindre (6b) de la face d’extrémité du côté deuxiè-
me cordon (6a) de la deuxième gorge de segment
(6) est de 30° à 60°, et une valeur (C/D) obtenue en
divisant une profondeur (C) de la face biseautée (14)
suivant un sens radial d’un piston par une profondeur
(D) de la deuxième gorge de segment (6) suivant le
sens radial du piston est de 20 % à 30 %.

2. Moteur selon la revendication 1, une valeur (W2/B)
obtenue en divisant une largeur (W2) du deuxième
cordon (5) par un diamètre d’alésage de cylindre (B)
étant de 6% à 11%.

3. Moteur selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication
2, et comprenant en outre une indentation (15) au
niveau du troisième cordon (7) et formée au niveau
d’une limite entre une face périphérique externe (7a)
du troisième cordon (7) et une face d’extrémité du
côté troisième cordon (8a) de la troisième gorge de
segment (8).

4. Moteur selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, et comprenant en outre une indentation (16)
au niveau de la jupe de piston (9) et formée au niveau
d’une limite entre une face périphérique externe (9a)
de la jupe de piston (9) et une face d’extrémité du
côté jupe de piston (8b) de la troisième gorge de
segment (8).
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